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A ten-step process for Christians wanting to be set free from the wounds and hurts of the past,

including unforgiveness, sinful habits, occult activity, and self-condemnation. Straightforward,

easy-to-understand counseling to help individuals break free from past bondages. In the style of

Spiritual House Cleaning, which Eddie Smith coauthored with his wife, Alice, this book includes

such topics as how to identify areas of bondage, how to break contracts with the enemy, cleansing

and closing the wound, agreeing with God about what He has done, and much more.
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This book addresses the sin issues of life and how to break the spiritual attachments that came

through life circumstances.One of the things, I struggle with is how I have been judged by those in

the church because of health challenges; when I didn't recover completely, I got dissed.Few

Christian books will address the church as a culprit in victimizing. Eddie Smith doesn't shy from that

very politically incorrect statement.Here are some great words found on page 56-"...Western church

the gradual development of a "Christian victimization" culture. Prior to that, believers largely

considered life's ups and downs a reality to be expected while living on a sin-cursed planet. They

understood that God even uses trouble as a tool to fashion us into the image of His Son. Have we

forgotten Jesus' words?" "If the people of this world hate you, just remember they hated me

first...While you are in the world, you will have to suffer... (John 15:18, 20-21; 16:33 CEV)."What's

happened to us? The Western church as embraced pop-psychology's implication that the lack of



self-love, low self-esteem, difficulty paying attention, or any feelings of rejection are abnormal, they

promise that everyone's life can be easily adjusted with enough counseling and

medication."Unfortunately, many Christians in recent years have also embraced an unbiblical

health-wealth theology built around the supremacy of human needs over divine purposes. Spewing

from many of America's pulpits is the concept of a God in "our" image who exists to meet "our"

needs and who when necessary, will set aside His purposes on a moment's notice to see that we

are pain and problem-free."This book will challenge you, he is truthful and direct.
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